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Let’s now look at the second part to Checklist #2: Logistics and Opportunities.

This information can be gathered by anyone in the office. This information varies per office, but here’s a list 
of things to help you get started. Think about the services your practice offers and come up with your own 
list to present every day. This information will require that you do a little bit of research the day BEFORE 
the morning meeting. 

Make sure to address logistics for the day AND potential opportunities at the morning meeting in addition 
to the actual metrics.

Logistics
Have yesterday’s lab cases been sent and marked “sent” in your lab case calendar?
Are all lab cases in for today’s patients who require a lab case?
Which lab cases are you expecting to arrive today?
Will any lab cases have to go out today? Are those lab slips pre-written and boxes ready in the lab?
Is there any equipment maintenance needed for today?
Are there any specific patient needs/requests for today?
Will any patients require a post op phone call? If so, who?
Will any patients require consent forms today?
Will any patients require post op instructions?
Will any patients require prescriptions today?
Do any patients need to be added to marketing automations today?

Opportunities (We call this DIGGING FOR GOLD. A huge part of the dental team’s responsibilities 
is to SEEK OUT PRODUCTION in the daily schedule. 
Go through the schedule for the day and answer the following questions and/or complete the task 
for  each patient. This is where you will find additional practice production. A successful practice 
will do this for every single patient on the schedule, every single day. Share the answers at the 
morning huddle. Make sure team members are taking notes and are FOLLOWING up with this 
throughout the day. 

1. Does each patient have a current dental benefit breakdown?  If not, obtain before patient appointment. 
2. Indicate patient remaining benefit max on schedule or where it can easily be seen.
3. What is patient’s recent film history and current eligibility?
4. What is patient’s fluoride eligibility?
5. What is patient’s co-pay due today?
6. Does patient have digital photos on file?
7. If in for hygiene today, does patient have overdue treatment?
8. If in for treatment today, is patient overdue for hygiene appointment?
9. Is patient a candidate for other procedures? For example, if missing a tooth, can you discuss implants? 
10. Are there family members of patients scheduled for today whom we have not seen in awhile?

 Do you see how seeking out opportunity can help to increase production? 
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This list can be complied by anyone in the office. Get the whole team involved!

What are the specific LOGISTICS that this practice should address in the morning meeting?

What are the specific OPPORTUNITIES that this practice should address in the morning meeting?

Date of completion:
Reviewed with doctor/manager:
Initial after satisfactory completion:
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